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Mastering the Requirements Process (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
It is widely recognized that incorrect requirements account for up to 60 percent of errors in software products, and yet the majority of software development organizations do not have a formal requirements process. Many organizations appear willing to spend huge amounts on fixing and altering poorly specified software, but seem unwilling to invest...
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Orthopaedic Key Review ConceptsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
Many changes have occurred in recent years to produce an increase in the amount of orthopaedic informationÑ‚Ð�Ð¤information which residents will ultimately see in their conferences, on their in-training examination, and during their boards. Today's residents can access this information from a myriad of sources: the AAOS, the...
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Modal Logic: An Introduction to its Syntax and SemanticsOxford University Press, 2008
In this text, a variety of modal logics at the sentential, first-order, and second-order levels are developed with clarity, precision and philosophical insight. All of the S1-S5 modal logics of Lewis and Langford, among others, are constructed. A matrix, or many-valued semantics, for sentential modal logic is formalized, and an important result...
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Semantic Enterprise Application Integration for Business Processes: Service-Oriented FrameworksBusiness Science, 2009

	The lack of formal semantics of applications and services to be integrated into business processes makes it difficult for software engineers and developers to interconnect heterogeneous applications. Semantic Enterprise Application Integration for Business Processes: Service-Oriented Frameworks provides methods that incorporate and...
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30-Second Nutrition: The 50 most significant food-related facts, each explained in half a minuteIvy Press, 2019

	If you only have 30 seconds, there is time – using this book – to bone  up on how to eat well. We’re served a daily diet of food facts, fads and often far-fetched claims for what we put on our plates, which makes it difficult to distinguish healthy from harmful. With obesity, heart disease,...
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Model-Based Software Testing and Analysis with C#Cambridge University Press, 2007
This book teaches new methods for specifying, analyzing, and testing software; essentials for creating high-quality software. These methods increase the automation in each of these steps, making them more timely, more thorough, and more effective. The authors work through several realistic case studies in-depth and detail, using a toolkit built on...
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Modeling Our World: The ESRI Guide to Geodatabase DesignESRI Press, 2000

	All geographic information systems (GIS) are built using formal models that describe how things are located in space. A formal model is an abstract and well-defined system of concepts. It defines the vocabulary that we can use to describe and reason about things. A geographic data model defines the vocabulary for describing and reasoning...
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Situational Method EngineeringSpringer, 2014

	While previously available methodologies for software – like those published in the early days of object technology – claimed to be appropriate for every conceivable project, situational method engineering (SME) acknowledges that most projects typically have individual characteristics and situations. Thus, finding the most...
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CAMEL: Intelligent Networks for the GSM, GPRS and UMTS NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Learn how to use CAMEL to transfer the Intelligent Network concept to the mobile world!   

   CAMEL (Customized Application for the Mobile network Enhanced Logic) is a standard for Intelligent Networks for mobile communications networks.  It is currently deployed in all regions of the world, enabling mobile network...
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Global Gambling: Cultural Perspectives on Gambling Organizations (Routledge Advances in Criminology)Routledge, 2009
While most research has examined the legal, economic and psychological sides of gambling, this innovative collection offers a wide range of cultural perspectives on gambling organizations. Using both historical and present-day case studies from throughout the world, the authors seriously consider the rituals, symbols, the meanings, values,...
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Practical Design VerificationCambridge University Press, 2009

	Owing to the advances in semiconductor technology, a large and complex system that has a wide variety of functionalities has been integrated on a single chip. It is called system-on-a-chip (SoC) or system LSI, since all of the components in an electronics system are built on a single chip. Designs of SoCs are highly complicated and require...
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Learning Together Online: Research on Asynchronous Learning NetworksLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This book is about the past and future of research on the effectiveness of learning networks, a type of e-learning, online learning, Web-based learning, computer-supported collaborative learning, or virtual classroom (to use a number of common terms) in which students and teachers learn together online. The formal term is ...
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